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50 Minute Lesson Plan: Media Analysis 

  

This lesson plan would introduce the Multimodal Project – following directly behind the literacy 

narrative or research paper. The idea is to get them to think about what goes into creating media 

for marketing, advertisement, information, entertainment etc., and the explicit and implicit 

lessons these pieces of media are communicating. From there, I want them to use the knowledge 

of the strategies they discovered in the Media Analysis activity when designing and creating their 

own projects. 

  

5 Minute Introduction/Check in 

-    Check-in with the students about their week/the workload/life 

-    Go over the agenda for the day and note homework and when the Multimodal  

Project is due 

  

10-15 Minute Media Analysis PowerPoint   

Short slides show on analyzing media 

Going over: What is the intended audience? What is this media’s objective? 

What does this media achieve? What are the implicit lessons? 

This will include a couple of examples of print ads where I will vocally analyze the 

image and answer the questions above. 

  

15-20 Minute TikTok Activity 

-    Locate your groups’ video on canvas  

-    Discuss and answer the questions with your group: 

• What is the context? (who posted/what platform/etc.) 

• Who is the intended audience? (based on platform, company, etc.) 

• What is this media’s objective?  

• Does the media achieve this objective? If not, what does it achieve?  

• What are the implicit lessons?  

  

10 Minute Review/Distribute Multimodal Project Assignment 

-    Watch each TikTok from each group 

-    Discuss each question and have each group explain their questions 

-    Pass out the Multimodal Project assignment sheet and explain how they’ll use the  

lesson today as they begin to brainstorm/design their own media and go over  

homework 

 

HW RAW Prompt:  

Think back to our discussion about media analysis and how you might use the questions to 

brainstorm and design your Multimodal Assignment. 

  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jqtR4EHr7VDLk5kepI2234YDdAIVl-DE2-SsizQAfYc/edit


What is the context behind your essay? What will be the context behind your Multimodal Project 

based off of this essay? 

What could be your intended audience? (excluding me)  

What is your essay’s objective? What are some ways you might portray this in the form of a 

different kind of media? 

Are you aware of any implicit lessons in your essay? How can you be sure to create with care? 
 


